If you are a Hawai'i Comm. Coll. student, faculty member, or staff, you may have been brought to this page if you were trying to access a resource available only to the UHH community.

Go back to the databases page to double-check.
Some resources are marked "Licensed for UHH users only".

- Academic Search Premier
- Access Medline (Licensed for UHH users only)
- Access limited to 2 simultaneous users
- AccessScience (Licensed for UHH users only)
- AGRICOLA
- AGRIS
- AILSP Learned Journals Collection (Licensed for UHH users only)
- American Chemical Society Web Editions
- Anthropological Index Online
- AnthroSource
- Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts (Licensed for UHH users only)
- Asian Business and Reference (Licensed for UHH users only)
- Astrophysics Data System
Text Captions: You can Ask-a-Librarian for assistance finding resources available to you that will get you the information and materials that you need.

We will be happy to help you.